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About Georgian Public Broadcaster (GPB): Georgian Public Broadcaste
10

r was established as a result of 

transformation of the State Television and Radio Corporation set up in 1956 after the Parliament adopted 

the Law of Georgia on Broadcasting in 2004. GPB, which currently unites two television and two radio 

channels, is a legal entity of public law that is independent of the state and accountable to the public. The 

governing bodies of the Georgian Public Broadcaster are the nine-member Board of Trustees approved by 

the Parliament and the Director General appointed by the Board. According to TVMR Georgia
11

, the 

annual average rating (ARM) for Georgian Public Broadcaster‟s Channel 1 on media market was 0,74% for 

the year 2015, while the share (SHR) amounted 3,92 %.  

 

Quantitative Data 

 

Total coverage. According to the total monitoring results (1763 stories) for four months (April 1 – July 1), those 

subjects (13), whose coverage was 1% and above 1 % were covered most intensively by Channel One of Georgian 

Public Broadcaster (GPB) in its primetime news programs. Most part of its airtime was dedicated to the Government 

(39.2%) and Georgian Dream (16.5%), totaling 55.7%.  

 

Among other parties, the United National Movement has the highest share (13%), followed by Republican Party 

(5.7%); Free Democrats (4%); those parties, whose coverage is below 1% (3.8%) and non-parliamentary opposition 

(2.1%).  

 

 A share of other qualified parties is lower: Alliance of Patriots – 1.5%; National Forum – 1.1%; Democratic 

Movement – United Georgia – 1.1%; Labor Party – 1%; Industry will Save Georgia – 0.7% and Conservatives – 

0.6%.  

 

Among newly created parties, State for People has the highest share (1.4%), followed by Girchi (1.1%); a share of 

New Georgia (0.6%) and Tamaz Mechiauri – United Georgia (0.3%) is relatively low.   

 

The President‟s share in total coverage is 7.6%; Central Election Commission (CEC) – 1%. 

 
Chart 3.1.1. Total Coverage of Political Subjects, GPB, Channel One 

 
 

                                                           
10 MediaMeter, MDF, GPB, http://mediameter.ge/en/media-profiles/channel-1-public-broadcaster 
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Direct/Indirect Coverage. In terms of direct and indirect coverage, the Government (direct 39.1%, indirect 39.4%) 

and Georgian Dream (direct 16.7%, indirect – 16.2%) were covered most intensively by Channel One. It should be 

noted that in both cases the results of direct and indirect coverage are almost identical.  

 

The situation is different in case of the United National Movement (direct – 11.9%, indirect 13.9%), the President 

(direct 5.7%, indirect 9.3%), non-parliamentary opposition (direct 1.8%, indirect 2.4%), State for People (direct 1%, 

indirect 1.7%) and CEC (direct 0.7%, indirect 1.3%), where indirect coverage prevails over direct coverage. In case 

of other subjects, direct coverage prevails over indirect coverage, or the results are almost identical.  

 
Chart 3.1.2. Direct/Indirect Coverage of Political Parties, GPB – Channel One 

 

 
 

Tone of content in covering political subjects. Coverage of the following political subjects was most neutral in 

tone: National Forum (99%; negative tone – 1%); non-parliamentary opposition (96%; negative tone – 1%, positive 

tone – 3%); Democratic Movement – United Georgia (94%; negative tone 3%, positive tone 3%); Republican Party 

(93%; negative tone 6%, positive tone 1%).  

 

Those subjects, whose coverage was below 1%, were covered most negatively in tone (15% in total); as for 

individual subjects, negative coverage of the United National Movement was 14%, positive coverage 5%; CEC - 

13% and Georgian Dream - 12%. A share of the ruling party‟s positive coverage is 8%. The results of the following 

subjects are relatively low: Government (8%); Republican Party (6%); President (6%); Girchi (4%); Labor Party 

(3%); Democratic Movement – United Georgia (3%) and others.  

 

Although with low coverage, the following subjects were covered in highly positive tone: State for People (positive 

16%, negative 1%); Labor Party (positive 13%, negative 3%) and Free Democrats (positive 10%, negative 1%). 

Among new parties, coverage of Girchi was highly positive in tone (9%); its negative coverage was 4%.  

 
Chart 3.1.3. Coverage of Political Subjects – Tone of Content, GPB, Channel One 
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A share of subjects in positive and negative content of the TV channel. The Government (47.7%) and Georgian 

Dream (22.3%) have the highest share in Channel One‟s positive content (70% in total). A share of Georgian Dream 

in positive and negative tone is almost identical (negative 22.2%). The remaining 30% is distributed among other 

political subjects. The Government‟s share in negative content is higher (37.3%) compared to other subjects, but its 

share in positive content is smaller.  

 

A share of the United National Movement in positive content is 10% and twice more in negative content - 20.3%; 

Free Democrats – positive content 6.3%, negative content 0.5%; State for People – positive content 3.5%, negative 

content 0.2%; Labor Party – positive content 2.2%, negative is less - 0.3% as well as Girchi‟s share in  positive 

content 1.6% is more than in negative 0,3%.  

 

A share of the President‟s coverage in positive content is 2.3%; negative content – twice more – 4.7%. Among 

newly established parties, a share of negative coverage of Tamaz Mechiauri – For United Georgia is quite high – 

6.1%; while the positive coverage amounts 0.2%.  
 

Chart 3.1.4  A Share of Covering Political Subjects in Positive and Negative Content – GPB 

 

 
 

 

Qualitative  Data 
 

The monitoring of the Georgian Public Broadcaster showed that the GPB covered a broad spectrum of political 

subjects and it largely observed balance and ethical standards in its reporting. However, there were instances where 

balance was violated and information was incomplete thereby affecting accuracy. In covering public opinion polls, 

the broadcaster mainly complied with the established standard, though all requirements and data necessary for the 

reliability of survey were not always communicated. 

 

Accuracy/complete information. On 22 May (at 20:01), in the introduction to a report about a physical assault on 

UNM members during the midterm local election in Kortskheli, Zugdidi district, the presenter placed emphasis on 

the response of law enforcement officers to the incident and noted that more than 10 citizens, including UNM 

leaders and acting MPs, sustained injuries. However, in the report itself the journalist said: 

 

“According to eyewitnesses, the situation at the electoral precinct in Kortskheli grew tense at around 1 

o‟clock, when UNM member, Nika Melia, arrived at the precinct. A verbal altercation soon degraded into a 

physical confrontation.” 
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Though report presented versions of both sides, report did not include a comment of an eyewitness describing how 

the arrival of the UNM member caused physical confrontation. Neither a respondent nor the journalist spoke in the 

report about efforts of law enforcement officers to prevent the incident on the scene. Although the report noted that 

persons involved in the incident prevented journalists from performing their job, even hurling bottles and stones at 

them, it did not include the comments of injured journalists either. Nor did it contain comments reported by other 

media outlets, according to which assaulting sportsmen demanded from a journalist that she erase filmed material. 

The report did not inform the audience about the results of election in Kortskheli in which the UNM emerged as the 

winner.  

 

Lack of balance/incomplete information. On 30 July, (20:00) the news program aired a report covering accusations 

made by several judges of the Constitutional Court against their colleagues with regard to the so-called case of 

cables. Five judges accused their colleagues of violating the rule of admitting and registering cases by the court and 

to prove it, referred to the case of cables which was associated with the former defense minister and leader of Free 

Democrats. 

 

The report contained comments of both conflicting parties and a complainant: according to the accusing party, the 

complaint was added three pages over the week-end thereby representing the ground of violation, whereas according 

to another party as well as the complainant (Free Democrats), the clarification of the complaint was an accepted 

practice. The journalist failed to study into the legislative norms and regulations concerning the admittance and 

registration of complaints to find out whether the effective regulations allowed the clarification of complaints. 

Consequently, the audience was not able to learn from the report whether the accusations of one party were fair or 

arguments of another party were justified.  

 

In the report, the journalist recalled old accusations towards the board of the Constitutional Court of Georgia which 

concerned the consideration of high profile cases (on Rustavi 2, cables, former Mayor of Tbilisi) at an accelerated 

speed. However, the report did not provide statistics showing an average length of consideration of cases, which 

would enable the audience to find out whether the terms of considering complaints of private TV company (Rustavi 

2) and opposition political parties (Free Democrats and the UNM) were exceptions from the rule or not.  

 

Balance. On 17 May, (20:21) the news program aired a report covering a court ruling on the so-called case of 

cables. By this ruling, former high officials of the Defense Ministry were sent to prison. The report covered 

accusations of Free Democrats saying that the judge Besik Bugianishvili fulfilled instructions from the prosecution. 

The report also contained comments of representatives of nongovernmental organizations, emphasizing the lack of 

reasoning of the ruling. However, the report lacked a comment of prosecution and showed only an excerpt from a 

statement released by the High Council of Justice, thereby failing to achieve proper balance. 

 

Reporting public opinion polls/accuracy. On 28 June, the GPB covered a public opinion poll which was 

commissioned by Rustavi 2 and conducted by German-US company GFK. In the report, the broadcaster placed 

emphasis on the unreliability of the company that conducted the poll, referring to only problematic cases from the 

activity of the company. (For example, referring that the results of exit-polls conducted by the company in 2012 did 

not match the results of the elections; various problems appearing in Crimea and Turkey). 

 

Moreover, the poll results were not covered comprehensively. For example, a journalist presented the ratings of the 

Georgian Dream and the UNM (Georgian Dream - 22,4%, United National Movement - 21,7%, State for People - 

7,8 %) without naming the total number of respondents who answered the question “If you decide to participle in 9 

October parliamentary elections, who would you vote for?” in the following way: refused to answer (10%), difficult 

to answer/have not decided yet (19.4%), will not vote for any party (3.9%). Nor did the broadcaster named the 

margin of error which is an important detail to have a comprehensive understanding of the poll results. 

 

In the report the journalist said: 

 

“The methodology and a contracting company that conducted field works are not known. Rustavi 2 has not 

made it public yet. It only informed that the poll was conducted in June and covered 2,200 respondents.” 
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Indeed, Rustavi 2 did not name the company which conducted field works but it made other information public, 

including the methodology. This information was reported on the TV and is also available on the website. Thus the 

GPB misinformed the audience. 

 

Alike Rustavi 2, Maestro, Kavkasia and several other TV channels, the GPB covered on 14 April, (at 20:23) the 

results of in-house poll of the Georgian Dream, which were released by the news agency GHN. The report provided 

the rating of only several political parties and contained comments of representatives of two political parties. 

 

Although a representative of the Georgian Dream denied that it was their political party‟s in-house poll and claimed 

that their poll results starkly differed, the GPB did not provide information on how the news agency obtained these 

poll results. Nor did it try to find out other details and necessary data of the survey (number of respondents, the 

methodology, the company that conducted the poll, margin of error, et cetera). 

 

 

 

About Rustavi 2 TV: Rustavi 212 TV was founded in 1994 by Erosi Kitsmarishvili, Jarji Akimidze and 

Davit Dvali. Following the Rose Revolution, when the National Movement came to power, Rustavi 2 TV 

changed hands 20 times. The first change took place in 2004, as a result of which the   TV channel‟s shares 

appeared in the hands of Kibar Khalvashi and his company. In that period Kibar Khalvashi was a friend of 

then Defense Minister Irakli Okruashvili.  

Four months before the 2016 parliamentary elections the Court of Appeals ruled in favor of businessman 

Kibar Khalvashi and declared him and his Panorama Ltd legal owners of the Rustavi 2 TV‟s property. 

Current owners of Rustavi 2 TV, brothers Giorgi and Levan Karamanishvili, as well as TV Company 

Georgia appealed the ruling over Rustavi 2 TV ownership to the Supreme Court.   

According to TVMR Georgia, TV Channel Rustavi 2 is on the first place with an annual average rating 

(AMR) for the year 2015-5.43%, while the share (SHR) is 28.78%. 

 

Quantitative Data 

 

Total coverage  The four-month monitoring of Rustavi 2 TV (April 1 – July 31, 2016) has revealed that in terms of 

total coverage (1728 stories) the TV channel dedicated a great part of its primetime news programs to the 

Government and the Georgian Dream coalition. A share of the government in total coverage is 28.2% and Georgian 

Dream – 25.1%. In sum, it makes 53, 3% of total coverage.  

 

As for other qualified political parties, United National Movement has the largest share – 19.7%, followed by Free 

Democrats – 7.5% and Republicans – 3.3%.  

 

Compared to other media outlets, Rustavi 2 TV covered the Labor Party (1.6%) more intensively. Other qualified 

subjects received less than 1%: National Forum – 0.7%, Democratic Movement for United Georgia – 0, 7%, 

Alliance of Patriots of Georgia – 0.6%; Industry will Save Georgia – 0.4%, Conservatives – 0.1%. The activities of 

non-parliamentary opposition accounted for 1.9% of total data. 

 

Among newly established parties, State for People was covered more intensively (2, 9%) compared to others. The 

share of other parties is relatively low: Girchi – 0, 4% and Tamaz Mechiauri for United Georgia – 0.3%.  

 

Among institutions, the President‟s share of the total coverage amounted to 5, 2%, Central Election Commission 

(CEC) - 0, 6%. 

 

 

                                                           
12 MediaMeter, MDF, Ristavi 2 TV, http://mediameter.ge/en/media-profiles/rustavi-2 


